The importance of pageantry in the life of the Burgundian court and the cities of France and the Burgundian Netherlands has long been recognized by scholars working in the field of historical and theatrical studies.
6 In his study on the origins of Renaissance theatre G. Kemodle also votes for a more interdisciplinary approach. In chapter I especially he tries to establish the Tableau Vivant as one of the sources of Renaissance Theatre. Kernodle names this art form as one of the three main traditions from which the sixteenth-century theatre was developed; see G. Kemodle, op.cit., 14-51. 7 
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A second group of sources, important in this context, are texts written by Burgundian court historians such as Olivier de la Marche, Jehan de Lefevre or Remy du Puys, who were anxiously documenting the respect paid to the duke by the influential cities of the North. Only in very few cases can we find depictions of the spectacles or pageants which accompanied these festivities, and often these illustrations are less informative than the written documents. Yet with the help of both the written sources and the illustrations it is possible to reconstruct the form and content of some of these feast decorations. In some cases the accounts do not only provide us with details of the outer appearance of the tableaux, but also reveal detailed information on who devised the programme, what materials were used for the decorations, how many artists, actors and craftsmen were employed by the city and how much money they received for each single job. 14 These different documents reveal the complexity of such preparations and, further, give us insight into the process of devising and executing such pagentry.
The term "Ephemeral Art" is a fairly general expression for a number of different feast decorations, produced for events like a royal coronation or a ducal wedding. Within the area of ephemeral art, the Tableau Vivant is one of the most common forms of decoration used in the ceremonial entry processions, which were organised by the town councils of politically important cities, such as, for example, Paris, London and Dijon. The triumphant entry of a lord or a example, is accompanied by four pages of coloured drawings illustrating the order of the procession. 18 The procession begins with a group of clerics carrying banners and crosses and is followed by a group of scholars. The procession is continued with a delegation of Franciscans, Augustinians, Dominicans, a group of students and a group of canons from various churches of the town of Constance. On fol.lib the procession of clerics and monks continues and finishes with a monk carrying a reliquary. 21 The Goldsmiths' Company, for example, had put up a castle with four towers which were each decorated with a living virgin. The castle was further crowned by a mechanical device in the form of a golden angel. On the arrival of the king the angel greeted King Richard II and offered him a crown.
In his study on the French royal entry ceremony L. Bryant describes the entry of Isabel of Bavaria in 1389 as an event of similar importance in the development of the French entry ceremony. On this occasion the Queen was greeted at the Saint Denis Gate by a representation of the Virgin with the Christ Child. 22 On the stages and scaffolds put up along the way of the procession references to biblical or mythological figures as well as to historical events could express the city's respect and submission to the ruler. In some cases the pageants were used to convey specific political messages, like a plea for clemency or a plea for financial support in times of economic hardship. This second form of message could be found in the decoration of the stages which were put up when Philip the Good entered the besieged Flemish cities Bruges and Ghent In 1458, for example, Ghent chose antique exempla of clemency 42 D. Eichberger such as Pompey forgiving Tigranes or Julius Caesar pardoning prisoners, in order to appease the Duke.
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At the beginning of the fifteenth century this enriched entry ceremonial was no longer restricted to members of the royal family, but was adopted by the Burgundian princes, who tended to excel in all areas of pomp and public appearance. 24 The most common occasions for a triumphant entry was the accession to the throne, the taking possession of a town or province, the marriage of a ruler or the birth of a successor to the throne. or from the visitor's gallery. 28 In contrast to the festive entry the movement seemed to proceed from the actors and acrobats in the first place and not from the observers. In the secular procession the guest of honour moved through the town and stopped at important places and street comers to watch the unveiling of the next tableau or to listen to the explanations of an orator. A Tableau Vivant consisted of actors on the highly decorated flat stage, who would represent a certain scene without any movement or speech. The scenes displayed would either be explained by inscriptions, which were attached to the scaffold or were written on tablets, or the scene would be elucidated by the orator.
29
Some of the stages put up along the way of the procession cannot be called a Tableau Vivant in a strict sense as they could involve the guest of honour in a symbolic gesture like the presenting of a gift. When Henry VI entered Paris in 1431, the St. Denis Gate was decorated with a "ship of state", which contained representations of the three major estates of the civic community. Each personification greeted King Henry with flowers arranged in the shape of a heart. With this gesture the city expressed its willingness to accept his rulership as a unified body. 30 As there are a number of variations on the many forms of pageantry available at the time, it is sometimes impossible to decide whether a representation can still be called a Tableau 
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Although the organization of court and civic festivities was in the hands of different committees, the same artists could be involved in the execution of the programmes. As the duke was in charge of the court festivities, the committee consisted of some of the most important Burgundian courtiers. In the case of the feast of the Pheasant not only Jean de Lannoy and Olivier de la Marche, but also Nicolas Rolin and Antoine de Croy contributed to the planning of the 3i Ibid, 334; during the entry of Philip the Good into Arras in 1455 the life of Gideon was represented on several platforms. The description given by the chronicler Duclerq does not reveal, whether we are dealing with a sequence of Tableaux Vivants or whether the various scenes were acted out silently in a similar way as the mime of the deeds of Hercules, which was performed at the wedding of Charles the Bold in 1468. 34 There is again a problem in respect to the terminology of these pageants, in particular with the expression Tableau Vivant. R. Vaughan uses this term also for the showpieces displayed at the courtly banquets. I am not sure whether it would not be better to distinguish more clearly between the entremets, which were mosdy standing on top of tables and were not concealed behind curtains or doors and the "scaffolds" or platforms, which decorated the way of procession during a ceremonial entry. The term Tableau Vivant seems to be more appropriate for this second form of a pageant. In the documents I have looked at these flat stages are named "eenen groete hoghe stellagie mit drije stagien"(l) or "ung petit chaffault en masniere de loge"(2) or "une loge la plus spacieuse" (3). For (1) 38 In contrast to court festivities the civic pageants could involve different members of the civic community, as the decorations were put up by the city council and occasionally also the by different groups of foreign merchants living in the same city.
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Despite the more complex structure of the planning process, the city remained responsible for carrying through the procession and distributing the scenes along the street of the town. How much organisation was required for such an event can be seen, for example, from the many instructions given by the city of Dijon in 1474.
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In the late Middle Ages the borderlines between different forms of artistic production were not nearly as firm as they are nowadays, as can be seen from the versatility of the late medieval artist Artists like Andre' Beaunneveu and Jean Fouquet worked in more than one particular artistic medium and were therefore much sought after. 41 In the case of Jean Fouquet we know for certain that he was involved in that kind of work. In 1461 Fouquet was employed by the city of Tours to stage "Mysteries and entertainment", which were organised in order to celebrate King Louis XTs visit to the city of Tours. 42 Court artists of that period were sometimes also employed to produce works of more practical or decorative value, like painting shields and banners for a tournament or for the decoration of a ducal dwelling. For example, Hue de Bologne, one of Philip the Good's valets de chambre, was involved in painting the table decorations for a festive banquet at Lille in 1434 43 As it is problematic to draw a line between "applied or decorative art" and "high art" in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, so it is equally unwise to separate ephemeral art and theatrical performances from more durable forms of art such as tomb sculpture, panel painting or book illumination. Already some examples have been given which illustrate that ephemeral art, like showpieces or the decorations prepared for mystery plays, were often executed by the artists who are known to us as panel painters or book illuminators. Also the audience which appreciated these decorations were often identical with the group of people who commissioned the better known altarpieces, portrait panels or illuminated books.
The artificial separation of these different media may explain to a certain extent why ephemeral art is such a neglected form of art in the standard art 38 
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D.Eichberger historical handbooks of the period. The lack of regard for the Tableau Vivant is probably due to its ambiguous character and to the scarcity of pictorial sources which would help us in making more accurate judgements on the interrelationship between pictorial art and the so-called "living image". The Tableau Vivant has an ambiguous character insofar as it can be regarded as being on the borderline between the different disciplines. Yet the fact that it includes theatrical as well as pictorial elements makes it even more interesting if one considers the involvement of the fifteenth-century artist in several genres at a time as well as the aoss-fertilization of the different media. The term Tableau Vivant itself vividly describes the intermediate position of this form of pageant, which is neither a two-dimensional image or tableau, nor a proper stage performance, as in most cases it lacks speech and movement As mentioned earlier the secular processions were arranged in such a way that the guest of honour moved through the town and stopped at important places and street corners in order to watch the unveiling of the next tableau or to listen to the explanations given by an orator. Before the procession arrived at a Tableau Vivant, the scene would often be concealed behind closed wooden doors or behind a set of curtains. The scaffolds could either lean against the facade of a house or could be build on top of a city gate, through which the duke or the king had to enter the city.
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Such festive entries could comprise more than twenty stopping points, consisting of the Tableau Vivant as well as of decorative arches and fountains.
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In many entries the single Tableaux Vivants stand by themselves and do not have not to be read together. This is mostly true for those tableaux that were produced by independent groups in the community, for example the different merchants from various countries. 46 In several cases the city council decided on a series of tableaux, which would comment on a certain event by selecting appropriate events from the bible or from classical history which would 44 H. Chabeuf, op.cit., 258-9: "ung petit chaffault en masniere de loge qui sera assiz sur les caneaulx du balle de la porte par laquelle mondit seigneur entrera ..." also 266-7: "La tierce en la grant rue Saint-Jean devant l'ostel de Morimont"; also see R. Vaughan, Philip the Good, 334-6. Occasionally the tableaux could also be arranged in a narrative sequence which aimed at developing a certain topic in several steps. This practice seems to have been less common and probably needed a much more thorough preparation, as it aimed at conveying a more complex message than usual to the ruler.
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Both forms of the Tableau Vivant, the sequential and the non-sequential, can be found in the Bruges entry of 1515 that has just been mentioned. When the future Charles V came of age in 1515 he was celebrated in a series of triumphant entries by the most important cities of the Burgundian Netherlands, namely Louvain, Brussels, Malines, Antwerp, Middleburg, Ghent and Bruges. 49 The most lavish of all was organized by the city of Bruges and is described in a illustrated report of the events, written by Charles' court chronicler Remy du Puys (fig.3) . The importance attributed to the documentation of this event is reflected in the fact that two versions of Remy's account were produced, a manuscript edition for the duke himself and a printed version possibly for a wider public. to keep a record of this event for posterity. This account does not only describe and explain each of the twenty-seven pageants, but also provides us with twentyseven illustrations of the many tableaux vivants, triumphal arches and fountains, displayed on this occasion. 56 On fol.7v and 8r of the illuminated version of Remy's account the young duke is shown how he approaches Bruges in order to enter the city via the Porte Sainte Croix. The gale was decorated with heraldic tapestries and rows of torches. (fig.3) The use of torches in this and in many of the other scenes confirm the accompanying text. According to Charles' chronicler the entry was held by night in order to heighten the effect of the show. 57 The jester in the foreground of fol.8r adds a more comical note to the scene as he rides his mule back to front and is dressed as a gigantic torch consisting of many lighted candles.
In addition to this manuscript made for Charles himself there existed also a printed edition of the same subject, which was decorated with a series of woodcuts.
58 Like his grandfather Emperor Maximilian, Charles V probably made use of the medium of printing for promoting the image of a successful ruler, who is celebrated by his subjects. 59 This entry was concerned with an event which had been foreseeable and did not happen as a surprise, through, for example, the sudden death of a ruler. Therefore the entry could be planned well in advance as can be seen from some additional records concerning the Bruges entry of 1515. Apart from the records of Charles' official chronicler Remy du Puys additional information on this entry can be found in the accounts of the city of Bruges, which describe in detail how the entry was planned and executed. 
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D. Eichberger
Whereas the civic documents reveal the involvement of certain artists in the preparation and production of the pageants, the account of Remy du Puys contains valuable information for the understanding of the programme and for the reconstruction of such displays as the Tableau Vivant. As these two sources differ in their approach to the event the sum of information contrived from these two sources provides us with a rather comprehensive image. The illustrations which accompany Remy's account are some of the earliest depictions of a Tableau Vivant. As mentioned earlier a number of pageants were erected by different groups of foreign merchants living in the city of Bruges. The following two tableaux may illustrate the outer appearance of a typical Tableau Vivant as it was used already much earlier than these fairly late representations. 
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entries must have had a stimulating effect on the civic community. Sometimes neighbouring cities even sent spies to the next town, in order to be informed about the standard of pageants in other cities.
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As cities used these pageants not only to flatter the kings and princes but also to convey political messages to the future ruler, the civic communities invested much time and money into the preparation of these processions and also looked for the most skilful artists who would be capable of transforming the designs into successful presentations. Jaques Duclerq's report of the entry of Philip the Good into Arras in 1455 stresses in particular the high costs of the pageants. 78 In this context it is particularly worthwhile to look at ceremonies which were planned well ahead of the actual event The preparation of Charles' entry into Bruges, for example, started more than half a year in advance. At that time a committee of artists and rhetoricians met to decide upon the eleven pageants provided by the city.
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Also in the case of courtly feasts a long phase of preparation is documented by the Burgundian chronicler Olivier de la Marche. He mentions that the committee of courtiers and dignitaries, which was to devise the programme of the feast of the Pheasant started the preparations up to a year ahead of the event 80 As far as this particular feast is concerned thirty five artists and craftsmen were employed for the production of the various pageants. Among the artists employed on this occasion we find people such as Jacques Daret from Tournai. He came to Lille with four of his assistants in order to produce the decorations. 81 worked together with an even more famous artist Hugo van der Goes. 83 The painted work of Hugo van der Goes has often been related to contemporary mystery plays because of its dramatic qualities. This applies, for example, to the movement and the emotion expressed by the shepherds in van der Goes' depictions of the Nativity. 84 The fact that artists such as Hugo van der Goes and Jacques Daret participated in the preparation of such pageants seems to provide us with further information about a possible interrelationship between their painted work and ephemeral art. As we could see in the drawing from Berlin a Tableau Vivant could also be closed off by a set of curtains which were opened when the procession arrived at the stage. Tableaux Vivants did quite frequendy display religious scenes of that kind and it is likely that artists such as van der Goes integrated dramatic devices like curtains into his pictures in order to attract the attention of the observer. Although it is tempting to explain the use of curtains in visual art by the popularity of mystery plays or the increasing importance of ephemeral art like the Tableau Vivant, one should not forget the pictorial tradition of placing a ruler or a saint behind a set of curtains, as it was common in early medieval book illuminations and ivories. J. Eberlein has shown that this iconography is based on late antique models and remains popular throughout the Middle Ages.
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Hugo's contribution consists not so much in the introduction of curtains into his picture, but in the depiction of two half-length prophets who give the whole picture a new theatrical quality.
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When talking about the interrelationship between theatrical performances and art, scholars usually assume that book illuminators and panel painters were influenced by the content or the presentation of a contemporary play but not vice versa. 87 There is, however, at least one example where the designers of a Tableau Vivant refer to a famous panel painting -the Ghent altarpiece by Hubert and Jan van Eyck. 88 In 1458, after having defeated the rebellious city of Ghent, the Burgundian duke Philip the Good was welcomed by the city of Ghent with lavish pageants adorning his triumphant entry. 89 
